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Introduction

Many CISs used by private specialists are either not integrated to MHR or have
MHR-related functionality that is more GP-centric.

Overall objective: increase the usefulness of the MHR for specialists in private practice.

Today’s objective: provide participants an overview of foundational information about
the MHR to help inform the detailed software design document and allow participants
the opportunity to seek clarification as required.



9 out of 10 Australians have a My Health Record
o
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What does a My
Health Record look
like?

National Consumer Portal
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What does a My
Health Record look
like?

National Provider Portal
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Interacting with the My Health Record system

Consumers

• Via the National Consumer Portal

• Via MHR-enabled mobile apps

Healthcare providers

• Via the National Provider Portal

• Via their clinical information systems
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Focus of
today’s

discussion



Integration Journey
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Healthcare
Identifiers Service

My Health
Record
system



Certificates



The National Authentication Service for Health (NASH)

• NASH certificates are used to connect to the My Health Record system.

• X509 profile

• NASH is used both for mutual HTTPS authentication and signing of payloads
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The National Authentication Service for Health (NASH)

• Currently all NASH certificates are signed with a SHA-1 signatures.

• NASH SHA-1 PKI organisation certificates will continue to be accepted until March 2022.

• By March 2022 a SHA-2 NASH organisation certificate must be used.

• SHA-2 test certificates are currently available by special request to DHS OTS Liaison.
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The National Authentication Service for Health (NASH)

• The Healthcare Identifiers (HI) service works with Medicare Site certificates.

• New NASH certificates (created October 2018 and later) work with the HI Service.
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Clinical Information System vs Contracted Service Provider (CSP) Software

• Clinical Information System (CIS) integration is most commonly used
when software is installed on premise.

• The NASH certificates are also installed on premise.

• The NASH certificates are tied to the organisation (HPI-O).

• NASH certificate might be used by more than one application if the
organisation has more than one application operating.
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Clinical Information System vs Contracted Service Provider (CSP) Software

• Contracted Service Provider (CSP) Software is most commonly used in
cloud or centralised installations.

• NASH Certificates are tied to the software provider CSP organisation.

• Healthcare organisations give the CSP to act on their behalf via HPOS.

• The CSP may use the healthcare organisation's NASH certificate.

• Not recommended for those CSP operators with a large install base.
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https://www.myhealthrecord.gov.au/for-healthcare-professionals/howtos/contracted-service-provider-registration


Quick pause for questions



The Healthcare Identifiers (HI) Service
• The 'identification' part of this process is undertaken by the Healthcare Identifiers Service (HI Service).

• SOAP based web services.

Three types of

Healthcare Identifiers
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Retrieve an IHI
Search inputs >

1.  Patient demographics

(name, sex, DoB)

and

2a.  Identifier

(Medicare number, DVA number, IHI)

or

2b.  Patient address

(Australian street address, postal address, unstructured street address, international address)
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Retrieve a HPI-I
Search inputs >

1.  Clinician demographics

(name, sex, DoB)

and

2a.  Identifier

(AHPRA number, HPI-I)

or

2b.  Clinician address

(Australian street address, postal address, international address)

A clinician’s HPI-I is required when authoring a clinical document to be uploaded to the My Health Record system.
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Healthcare Identifiers Service - Conformance

Two step process to reach conformance for the Healthcare Identifier Service:

1.  HI Notice of Connection (HI NOC) – testing the system interaction.

• Performed by Department of Human Services’ Online Technical Support (OTS) Liaison Team.

2.  HI Conformance, Compliance and Accreditation (HI CCA) – testing the system’s behaviour.

• Performed by independent testing laboratory.  Costs apply.
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https://developer.digitalhealth.gov.au/resources/faqs/hi-test-and-go-live
http://www.humanservices.gov.au/health-professionals/contact-us/#ots
https://www.nata.com.au/entity_scope/?q1=b9o&str=healthcare+identifiers&


Quick pause for questions



My Health Record system

My Health Record is a secure online summary of an individual’s health
information and is available to all Australians.

• SOAP based web services

• Document Centric
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My Health Record system - Services

Record Access Service
• Allows software to know if a patient has a record

• Allows software to manage access to the patient’s record

Document Exchange Service
• Allows exchanging of CDA® documents

• Upload, Replace, Remove and Download

View Service
• Aggregated views of information from multiple documents

• CDA ® and XML supported
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Record Access
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doesPCEHRExist

• Checks if a patient has an
advertised My Health Record

• Checks if the organisation has
access to the patient’s My Health
Record.

Gain Access

• Gains access to the patient’s
record

• Used to enter access codes

• Used to assert emergency access



Patient Controls
Individuals can control what information is in their My Health Record, and which
healthcare provider organisations can access their record.

• Standing Consent & Consent Withdrawal
You can upload to a patient’s record unless they withdraw consent

• Hidden Records
Patients can hide their record so providers cannot automatically discover it

• Record Access Code (RAC)
Patients can choose to Restrict Access to their record to only those organisations provided with a RAC

• Limited Document Access Code (LDAC)
Restricting access to certain documents and controlling who can view these by providing the LDAC

• Removing Documents
Patients can remove documents from within their record

• Emergency Access
Providers can override access controls in an emergency.
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Clinical Documents Exchange

• Uploading clinical documents such as Specialist Letter, Prescription Record and Event Summaries
from the clinical software to the patient’s My Health Record.

• Removing clinical documents.

• Viewing clinical documents via the clinical software.

• Downloading and importing clinical documents via the clinical software.
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Types of Clinical Documents

Specialist Letter
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Specialist Letter documents are used in replying to a referral or
reporting on a health event and contain information related to
the event or the requested diagnosis or treatment by a specialist.

Prescription Record
eHealth Prescription Record documents can be used to share
information about prescribed medications via the individual’s
digital health record.

Shared Health Summary
A Shared Health Summary is a clinical document that
summarises a patient's health status at a point in time, and
includes information about their allergies and adverse reactions,
medicines, medical history and immunisations. A Shared Health
Summary can be created or updated at any consultation, with
the permission of the patient.

Event Summary
An Event Summary is a clinical document which summarises a
significant consultation with a patient. It could relate to a broken
leg, chest pains, or any condition or episode that the healthcare
provider deems to be clinically significant. When the provider has
a consultation with an individual, the provider may choose to
upload an Event Summary to the patient’s My Health Record
from the clinical desktop software.

Other documents include Pathology Report, Diagnostic Imaging Report, Dispense
Records, Medicare Documents, Discharge Summaries, Patient Entered Information.



Example of a
Shared Health Summary

Rendered with the Agency’s
XSLT Stylesheet
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https://developer.digitalhealth.gov.au/specifications/ehealth-reference-platform/ep-2588-2018


View Service

A My Health Record View is dynamically generated by the My Health Record system to
provide a summary of information in a My Health Record at a point in time.
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Types of My Health Record Views
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Health Record Overview

A Health Record Overview summarises information
in an individual’s My Health Record and provides
access to all the other My Health Record Views. It is
intended to serve as the “home screen” displayed
when an individual’s record is first opened.

Prescription and Dispense View

A Prescription and Dispense View summarises
information about medication prescriptions and
dispensations contained in an individual’s My
Health Record and provides a mechanism to list,
group and sort prescription and dispense
information.

Medicare Overview

A Medicare Overview provides an overview of
information in an individual’s My Health Record
sourced from Medicare documents.

Diagnostics Views (Pathology View
and Diagnostic Imaging View)

Share information about pathology tests and
diagnostic imaging examinations via an individual’s

My Health Record. Provide a mechanism to list,
group and sort the reports in clinical software.



Example of a My Health Record View
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Prescription and Dispense View
The Prescription and Dispense View summaries information about medication prescriptions
and dispenses in a patient’s record.
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Health Record Overview
The Health Record Overview provides a summary of an individual’s My Health
Record and is intended to serve as the “home screen” displayed when an individual’s
record is first opened.
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Example of a
Health Record Overview
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Interaction Flow
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Australian Digital Health Agency Developer Centre
(https://developer.digitalhealth.gov.au/)
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https://developer.digitalhealth.gov.au/


Developer Centre - Introduction to My Health Record
integration
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https://developer.digitalhealth.gov.
au/resources/faqs/introduction-
my-health-record-integration

Step by step guidance on:
• How to get set up with HI and

MHR test environments
• Apply for test certificates and

test data
• Links to relevant HI and MHR

specifications
• Etc.

https://developer.digitalhealth.gov.au/resources/faqs/introduction-my-health-record-integration


Next steps and more information



Next steps
After this webinar:

• Specialist sector and lessons learnt Webinar for all participants

>  Enhanced Models of Care Program

>  Clinical user’s perspective and proposed functionality

>  Timeline and milestones

• Kick-off workshops (face-to-face)

> Sydney or Brisbane.

>  At least two people attend in-person.

> demonstrate your CIS

> share your ideas on potential software enhancements

> how we can collaborate in arriving at an optimised detailed software design document.
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www.digitalhealth.gov.au

Help Centre 1300 901 001
8am–6pm Monday to Friday AEDT

Email help@digitalhealth.gov.au

Website www.digitalhealth.gov.au

Twitter https://twitter.com/AuDigitalHealth

Contact us

mailto:help@digitalhealth.gov.au
http://www.digitalhealth.gov.au/
https://twitter.com/AuDigitalHealth


Thank you


